The purpose of this paper is to showcase a concept for transportation between the Earth and the Moon. The paper calls for a single development effort for the Earth-To-Orbit Launch Vehicle and the Lunar Transfer Vehicle. The objective is to minimize the development cost of the project. A Lunar Base will not be economically practical until launch costs are reduced. This requires a reusable vehicle that is operated frequently enough to be cost-effective. The propellant required in Low Earth Orbit dominates the cost of the Lunar Base mission. Propellant can be easily transferred to orbit in whatever quantity makes economic sense permitting a launch vehicle with a high flight rate. This suggests that the launch vehicle will be relatively small. Current technology permits only a two-stage vehicle to be fully reusable. The technical risk of this concept will be examined. The concept will be compared with the propellant reduction methods studied under the NeXT report and under nuclear propulsion. Expansion of the Lunar Transportation system will examine the use of a refueling station on the Moon, the use of a tether catapult in Earth orbit, and the use of an Air Scoop in Earth orbit
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics occur. The longer the project takes to reach fruition, the less likely it is to succeed. Secondly, a significant increase in NASA's budget is unlikely, therefore we are need to operate under NASA's current budget.
Prior to the Columbia tragedy there were plans to create an interim manned vehicle using a simple capsule and existing expendable launchers to reduce the traffic load on the Shuttle. This has evolved into the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) that is proposed for operation by 2010 delivering astronauts to the completed International Space Station and by 2015 to carry astronauts to a Lunar Base. A key issue is the historical high cost of space system development. The TRANSCOST model estimates the redevelopment cost of an Apollo Capsule at $10 Billion (2002$). The Service Module, the main propulsion system for the CEV would be an additional development effort.
The third factor is that government will ultimately lose interest. For the Lunar Base or any space venture to survive, it must be designed from the start for transfer to private industry. NASA's role in space should be one of basic research to solve problems that are barriers to Private Industry's development of space resources. The lessons learned from these three points are that a Lunar Base must quickly become operational once the decision is made to implement. The project should incorporate a minimum of new technology. There should be business plans as to how a Lunar Base will financially support itself.
A Lunar base will not be economically practical until launch costs are brought down. The fact is that we know how to bring launch costs down. The United States has not done so because of its focus on meeting the needs of existing payloads. The advantage of the Lunar mission is that it is a blank page, where the launch vehicle can be designed to minimize launch costs with Lunar payloads being designed based on the launch vehicle rather than the launch vehicle being designed around the Lunar payloads.
The characteristics of a low cost launch vehicle are re-usability to amortize hardware costs and a high flight rate to amortize operating costs. Ideally, a Single Stage To Orbit (SSTO) launch vehicle would be preferred for its simplicity of operation. However, there is a relationship between the fuel and energy needed to reach orbit that limits the mass of a SSTO to 10% or less of the Gross Lift Off Weight (GLOW). Current manufacturing techniques reach a minimum of 11% of the GLOW for a Ballistic Vehicle and 13% for a winged vehicle. This makes only a two-stage vehicle possible at this time. The two-stage vehicle is limited to a mass of 14% of the GLOW. This is well within manufacturing capabilities and provides a payload margin comparable to expendable launch vehicles of 2% of the GLOW.
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Operating costs are a function of the size of the launch vehicle and the flight rate. Maximizing the flight rate minimizes the size of the vehicle. This in turn minimizes hardware and development costs. This is a startling revelation for it means that we should be focusing on rather small launch vehicles.
It is currently assumed that the Lunar mission will require a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle, either derived from Shuttle technology or one of the existing expendable launchers. Economic theory however shows us that this path will be as limited as the early planning of using Saturn Vs to support a Lunar Base. An effective Lunar Base depends on minimizing launch costs.
The launching of small payloads requires a space station to consolidate the payloads. The International Space Station (ISS) will likely be considered as a possible staging point for the Lunar mission. The orbit of the International Space Station presents several problems. Ideally, we would want a space station to pass over the launch site on a daily basis to minimize the time and energy necessary for reaching the station. The decision to include the Russians for launch support placed the ISS in an orbit that oscillates between the US and Russian launch sites. Access to ISS typically requires entering into an orbit that is coplanar to the ISS and then waiting on orbit until the positions of the launch vehicle and station are align for rendezvous. This can take several days. The higher inclination orbit of ISS and the effort to rendezvous reduces the payload capacity of US launch vehicles. To place payloads into a Lunar Insertion orbit from ISS, an energy intensive plane change is performed.
The alternative is to design a space station specifically to support the Lunar base. While past station designs sought to minimize the microgravity environment , a propellant depot requires a gravity of 1 to 2% to separate gas from liquid. A single launch site would have only one flight opportunity per day to a single space station. Multiple launch sites could support a single space station or a single launch site could support multiple American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics space stations. If multiple launch sites are built then they must use a higher inclination orbit corresponding to the latitude of the launch site. This reduces the payload capacity of the launch vehicle. Orbital dynamics separate launch sites by 1500 miles, placing them in Florida, Texas, and California. 3 The first Lunar base will be likely placed at the South pole of the Moon. Both poles are believed to contain water that is essential for supporting the Lunar Base. The Southern pole contains a topography that will provide continuous solar power. Continuous communications with the Earth will also be possible. The Lunar Polar environment is relatively benign compared to the Equator's temperature swings.
In order to reach a Lunar Pole, a significant plane change must occur. To minimize the expenditure of energy this plane change occurs at the L1 or L2 point in the Earth Moon system. Time is traded for energy. resulting in nine to eleven days of travel to the Lunar Pole compared to three days for the Apollo mission. The Lagrange points can also be used to reach an equatorial landing site.
In Apollo, the 28.5 degree launch inclination of the Kennedy Space Center was ideal to position Apollo into the orbital plane of the Moon for landings near the Lunar equator. As Lunar operations mature, I expect the creation of a second base on the Moon to be located at the Equator. The Equatorial base would become the port for Lunar operations. The faster transit time would expose personnel to less risk of Solar flares. An overland route to the Polar Lunar base from the equator could be as fast or even faster than the space route and would have the advantage of travel in greater safety and comfort.
Apollo timed its launch to coincide with the orbital plane of the Moon. In this fashion it could have launched once a day. In contrast, by staging from a space station we must wait until the nodal regression of the station's orbit carries it into the Lunar orbital plane. This occurs three times a month.
To fully utilize these launch windows will require a fleet of Lunar Orbit Transfer Vehicles (LOTV). When the launch window occurs, it occurs for both the Earth and the Moon. Additionally, with the long transit time, the second launch window opens before the first vehicle reaches its destination. As such we could have as many as four vehicles in flight at one time.
Two stages are needed to achieve orbit. A Kennedy Space Center launch would occur over water, requiring a winged first stage to return back to the launch site 4 . This cost could be further reduced by focusing on engine development or by limiting the development to the Ballistic stage. Engines drive the cost of the stage. If low cost engine technology were used then the entire development cost should be reduced 6 . Another approach would be to develop the ballistic stage alone cutting the vehicle development in half. Two Ballistic stages would be mated to carry cargo into orbit. This would necessitate landing the first stage at a ground based landing site. This shifts us to a higher latitude and the development of space ports outside Florida. Multiple space stations could be used to increase the payload into orbit.. Additionally, multiple space stations increases the number of possible Lunar flights . I assume a launch rate of 250 flights per year to LEO. This number is based on the U.S. five-day workweek and fifty week work year. A maximum of 365 flights per year is possible. To loft a million pounds to LEO requires a four thousand-pound payload class vehicle. The proposed vehicle would consist of a winged first stage and a ballistic return second stage using a propulsive landing system and transpiration heat shield. The vehicle would be staged in a side by side, bimese, mode with the first stage serving as a common fuel tank for the first and second stage engines. This approach permits the launch vehicle the most flexibility. The smaller the vehicle the smaller the development cost. Hardware costs depend on amortization over the life span of the equipment. Operating costs depend on the flight rate per year. Maximizing the flight rate minimizes development costs, hardware costs, and operating costs. This design is the most practical way of lowering launch costs for the Earth to Orbit Vehicle, but what of the Lunar Transfer Vehicle?
The Delta-V required from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to the Moon and back is comparable to the effort of going from Earth to LEO. We are therefore left again with a two-stage vehicle for the Lunar Mission. The Ballistic second stage minimizes weight and the two ballistic stages can be mated side by side as on the Earth. While integration at the space station would be necessary, this approach has the advantage that a returning LOTV need not American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics match orbits with a space station but instead could enter Earth Orbit and land back on Earth. Like Apollo the two vehicles would separate and rejoin in Lunar orbit.
The tank weight is determined by the internal tank pressure and is due to the properties of the propellant. The same amount of propellant whether it is rising from the Earth or entering Lunar Transfer orbit will require the same tank weight. The Lunar mission will require a heavier heat shield than returning from LEO. An adjustable heat shield is needed. A transpiration or film cooled heat shield could be used. In this type of heat shield a fluid is used to carry away the heat of reentry. By increasing the amount and flow rate of the fluid it should be possible to adapt the heat shield to the mission. Once on orbit the thrust to weight for the LOTV is considerably less than an Earth to LEO vehicle. It is proposed that multiple engines are used by the Earth To LEO vehicle. These engines would be shut down in pairs to reduce the need for throttling of the engines. As part of the maintenance scheme such engines would be designed for ease of removal. This could be done at the space station. If the engines were left in place then the LOTV would lose payload capacity. However, with more engines sharing the load the life span of the engines would increase and less maintenance would be required. This is an area for a further trade study.
What we come to then is that the LOTV with its fewer engines would be less costly to develop than the Earth to LEO launch vehicle but it would be an additional cost over simply modifying the Earth to LEO vehicle for the Lunar Transfer mission. Additional advantages appear in the concept of operations. A dedicated LOTV would be space based. This raises the issue of maintaining the vehicle in orbit. In contrast, after returning from its Lunar Transfer mission the Earth to LEO launch vehicle could descend to the Earth and be maintained as part of the Earth to LEO fleet.
Because we are constrained by launch windows we have an additional problem of quickly placing sufficient payload on the Moon to establish the Lunar base. Again the Earth To LEO launch vehicle provides a solution. The life span of the vehicle is estimated to be 100 flights in which case two and a half vehicles would come to their end of life each year. These vehicles could then serve as expendables to deliver cargo while the reusable vehicles serve to carry passengers. The alternative would be to land cargo in vehicles with considerable engine life but eventually salvage and return the engines during routine transport.
A final issue concerns the size of a space based LOTV. Typically it has been assumed that such a vehicle is brought up by a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle. Cost analysis shows that the Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle delivers payload to orbit at a higher cost than a small launch vehicle that is operated more frequently. The development cost of the Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle is significantly more than the smaller launch vehicle. By using a modified Earth To LEO Vehicle for the LOTV, the vehicle becomes self ferrying to orbit.
As pointed out earlier, The Lunar base mission is dominated by the transporting of personnel between the Earth and the Moon. There are three possible solutions that could expand the base: The use of electric propulsion barges, the production of propellant on the Moon, and the Nuclear Thermal Rocket.
The NASA Exploration Team (NeXT) report proposed the establishment of a Lagrange point base and the use of electric propulsion barges to support the establishment of a Lunar Base 8 . The logic behind this is due to the increased interest in the South Lunar Pole as the best site for a Lunar Base. The craters of the Lunar Pole provide a cold trap for volatiles. It is here that water will be found for life-support and the potential raw stock for Hydrogen/Oxygen propellant. Water is believed to exist at both of the Lunar Poles. However, the mountain ranges of the Southern Lunar Pole provide a continuous view of both the sun and the Earth. The former would serve as a source of power while the latter would permit continuous communications with the Earth. A minimum energy trajectory to reach the Lunar poles effectively requires the Lunar Transfer Vehicle to come to a halt at either Lagrange point one or two before performing a plane change that would carry the Lunar Transfer Vehicle to a Lunar landing.
The NeXT report saw this as an opportunity to establish a refueling platform for the Lunar Transfer Vehicle. Cargo and propellant could be brought by a high efficiency electric propulsion barge. This would combine the efficiency of electric propulsion and chemical propulsion to lower the cost of delivering cargo and ongoing support. Electric propulsion is very slow taking six months to deliver the cargo and three months to return. A fleet of ten such barges would be required as well as the Lagrange point "Gateway" station. The Lagrange point Gateway station would be a permanent platform for carrying out deep space science. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Propellant manufacturing on the Moon can be provided incrementally to increase transport capability. In time, such a capability could supply all propellant used in Lunar Transfer. In this case, the Lunar Transfer mission would rendezvous with a space station. The incoming mission would then transfer its propellant to the outgoing Lunar Transfer Vehicle. The incoming vehicle would descend to Earth with its passengers and then be serviced on the ground. Under this scenario, very little propellant would be needed from the Earth but new requirements would have to be found to support the launch rate to keep it economical. Sixty-nine tons of equipment is needed to support the production of one million pounds of Hydrogen/Oxygen propellant 9 . The primary issue with this approach is that it must be developed after the Lunar Base is established to provide factual engineering data for a Lunar based propellant manufacturing plant.
The President's support of nuclear power in space has opened the door to the use of Nuclear Thermal and Nuclear Electric propulsion in space. Nuclear Thermal propulsion has been proposed as a way of reducing trip time and hence cosmic ray exposure to the astronauts for a manned Mars Mission. Trip times could also be reduced for Lunar Transfer and the availability of a high Delta-V could permit by-passing a Lagrange base and going directly to the Lunar Pole Base 10 .
The Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR) was well developed in the 1960s but its dependence on Hydrogen as its propellant essentially ties it to the Earth. This system could only be space based. The NTR would serve as a space based Lunar Transfer Vehicle. The NTR would replace the first cryogenic stage of the two stage Lunar Transfer Vehicle. If the NTR were used to land on the Moon there is the problem of removing the astronauts. Nuclear rocket engines are normally only partially shielded to keep the weight down. A shielded ground vehicle would be needed to retrieve the astronauts. The most practical approach might be to have the ground vehicle transfer water to shield the reactor when the NTR is on the Moon. A greater problem is that the nuclear reactor sets a minimum size for the engine which would make throttling of the vehicle difficult during a Lunar landing unless the nuclear rocket were extremely large, on the order of a one-half to one million pounds in LEO
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. A third problem is safety. In returning to Earth, aerobraking is a very effective way of slowing the Lunar Transfer Vehicle but with a nuclear rocket there would be concern over failure of the system in Earth's atmosphere. This is assumed to limit the NTR to propulsive braking in Earth's orbit.
Nuclear electric propulsion has strong advocates among the scientific community for unmanned deep space probes. Essentially the same transportation system would support advocates of the NeXT report. Dr. Zubrin advocated Nuclear power for his Mars Direct mission. The same reactor would support propellant production on the Moon. This commonality is a strong argument for moving ahead with a space rated nuclear reactor for electric production.
I advocate the production of propellant on the Moon and rather than establishing a Lagrange Point space station. I propose we establish a base on the equator and expand our operations from there to the Lunar South Pole base using ground transportation. The in space transit to the Lunar South Pole is nine to eleven days. During this period the astronauts would be exposed to cosmic rays and the risk of a Solar Flare. An Apollo type orbit will bring the astronauts to the Moon in three days. The astronauts could then make an overland trip to the South Pole base. This would reduce the amount of radiation they would experience, provide greater safety from Solar Flares, and as experience grows it would provide a faster route. The distance between the equator and the poles are separated by only about fifteen hundred miles.
Tethers are another technology that might be used for Lunar transfer. Tethers will likely be developed because of the space tourism market. For a non-rotating tether, the tip speed of the end nearest the Earth is below orbital velocity while the tip speed of the end furthest from the Earth is above orbital velocity. Using materials that are available to us today we can construct a tether that could effectively reduce orbital velocity by three Kilometers per second 12 . A Single Stage to Orbit launch vehicle that must meet a Delta-V of 7 Kilometer/sec instead of 10 Kilometers/sec has a mass fraction of 19% instead of 10% of GLOW. Part of this increase in carrying capacity would be directed towards increasing the weight of the engines permitting them to run at a lower thrust level that would increase their life. The launch vehicle would have a life of a thousand flights instead of a hundred. A single stage would decrease operating costs by now being able to reach orbit with 6,000 Lbs. payload. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Tethers are ideal for the space tourist market because after the initial investment in energy, the tether system remains stable as long as the mass of the tether system remains stable. Since the flow of tourists to the tether system equals the flow of tourists away from the system, the tether system remains in balance. This requires that less propellant be expended to reach the tether system than would be needed to achieve orbit. A similar system could be developed with a Lunar Transfer Tether where mass transferred to the Moon is balanced by mass arriving from the Moon. When a rocket lands at the lower part of the tether it causes the tether system to fall towards the Earth. When the rocket leaves the lower part of the tether, the tether system falls away from the Earth. The situation is reversed at the upper end. A ship landing on the upper portion of the tether causes the tether to fall away from the Earth while a ship leaving the upper portion causes it to fall towards the Earth.
There are two weaknesses to the tether system. The first is that the tether must be massive compared to the object it captures, otherwise the change in the orbit will be catastrophic. This requires roughly a hundred to one ratio of the mass of the tether system to the capture mass. There are three key masses to the tether system. The first consideration is the mass of the lower tether. The stronger the materials, the smaller the ratio of tether to the captured mass. With today's materials this is roughly a twenty-four to one ratio based on the commercial material "Spectra" for the lower tether 13 . The upper half of the tether must balance the lower half. If the upper half is not used for launching payloads, the structure can be kept simple, a shorter cable with equal mass. The third mass is the ballast mass. It is this mass that keeps the tether system from descending into a catastrophic orbit. This mass is fifty-two times the captured mass. This mass though may be simply rocks brought from the Earth or the Moon. The ballast mass can be further reduced using a fully shielded nuclear rocket as part of the tether system. The rocket would operate at a nuclear safe orbit and fire when the vehicle from the Earth makes contact with the tether system.
The first basis for commerce for a Lunar Base would be the delivery of Lunar regolith to LEO for the construction of such tethers that would further lower the transportation cost to LEO and ultimately to the Moon and Mars.
For Space Tourism there would be hundreds of flights to LEO per year to make the system cost effective. The Lunar Transfer system though would have only thirty-six flights per year. The Lunar Transfer system is cost effective when compared to the mass that would be needed in orbit for a Lunar Transfer vehicle powered solely by rocket. However, there is an imbalance between the mass that arrives from the Earth and the mass that is sent to the Moon. Mass from the Earth arrives on a daily basis and the ballast mass is sized to handle this. If the mass launched to the Moon is five times larger then the ballast mass must also be five times larger. The solution to this problem is to release equal masses on both ends of the tether simultaneously. This means that half of the mass brought to the tether is simply there to counter the launch of the Lunar Transfer Vehicle.
The second problem is energy. When the mass first arrives at the lower end of the tether it causes the entire system to drop in orbit. The mass can then mechanically climb to the center of the tether. This requires energy. The tether does not violate physical law. It does not give something for nothing. The difference in energy between the mass at the lower end of the tether and when it arrives at the center of the tether must be accounted for. What the tether does for us is give us the luxury of supplying that energy over a longer period of time. Angular momentum must also be conserved. An active propulsion system will be needed. The propulsion system can be an efficient electric propulsion system when the time between captures is long enough. As the mass climbs the tether the orbit is raised. Once the mass has reached the center, then the former orbit is restored. If the mass climbs further then the orbit is raised. When the mass has reached the upper end of the tether it can be released at a velocity higher than the orbital velocity. It can be launched towards the Moon and the tether system will return to its original orbit.
The tether system will likely work in conjunction with another system, the Air Scoop. If we calculate the energy content of a one Kilogram mass in orbit and express it as Kilowatt-hours we can see that the cost of energy for that mass is relatively small. Ideally, if we could accelerate mass into orbit simply using electricity alone we would have the cheapest route into space. The Earth's atmosphere prevents us from electromagnetically accelerating a projectile from the surface of the Earth to orbital velocity, but the Earth's atmosphere can be accelerated to orbital velocity. A physical scoop can accelerate atmospheric gases to orbital velocity by impact. For the Air Scoop to remain in orbit requires that a American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics portion of the collected gases be exhausted through an electric propulsion system. The Air Scoop provides mass to orbit for the least cost. Admittedly that mass consists only of Oxygen and Nitrogen but with the Momentum Exchange Tether, that mass can be traded for mass that would be brought up by rocket
III. TECHNICAL RISKS:
The challenge of building a two-stage launch vehicle is modest. One of the arguments for pursuing the Single Stage To Orbit launch vehicle was that any advancements could be incorporated into the fall-back position of the two-stage vehicle. Little work has been done on the transpiration or thin film cooled heat shields. The mass allowance permits other heat shields to be used. The transpiration heat shield was originally chosen because it permitted a reduction in mass through on orbit servicing of the launch vehicle. The Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) is the only reusable launch engine. The SSME history suggests that we are far from having a long lived engine with the refurbishment costs equaling a new engine after only a few flights.
Space Station and Lunar based habitats should be of simple design. The cost of such facilities should not be dominated by development or even deployment but by the logistical cost of on going support. The cost of the International Space Station (ISS) is an embarrassment and suggests that the design of the facility might have been better off in the hands of civil engineers rather than aerospace engineers.
Electric propulsion has been in development for forty years. Performance shortfalls can be accepted with increased travel time. The technology is well developed and ready to operate in ion propulsion 15, 16 . More work will likely be needed on Magneto Plasma Dynamic (MPD) thrusters. Research into MPD thrusters needs to focus on using Nitrogen as the propellant.
In theory, propellant production on the Moon should not be a problem, but without a Lunar base to carry out experiments we simply do not know. A small pilot plant will determine the issue.
The Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR) can be judged by the success of the older NERVA program. While it should meet its goals it will likely be viewed as a competitor to Nuclear Electric propulsion. Congress will likely question the value of doing both. With the main selling point the shortening of a trip to Mars, a commitment to the NTR will be seen as a commitment to a Manned Mars Mission. A situation that many Congressmen would seek to avoid. A commitment to nuclear electric power covers multiple options and will likely be more acceptable to Congress. Both technologies are highly mature.
The technology for tethers is in place, but the effort is so huge that we will need a strong experience base. The effort is comparable to the laying of the first transatlantic cable.
The Air Scoop requires a large variety of technologies that will likely be developed for other purposes. The Air Scoop will need a large multi-megawatt power source. It will need electric propulsion with a thrust that will require MPD technology. The propellant for this technology must be Nitrogen. The power plant and Air Scoop must be separated necessitating the use of a tether. The Air Scoop must reject large amounts of heat. This will likely be done using radiators developed for space based nuclear reactors. 
